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Instructions: 1) All questions are compulsory.

2) Figures to the right indicate full marks.

SECTION . I
Q/) Solve any TWO from THREE
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a) What is linear array? Write an algorithm for insertion of element in to a
linear a-n'ay and explain in brief.

What is linked list? Explain different types of linked list.

What is Data Structure? Discuss briefly different types of data structure.

b)

c)

Q2) Solve any TWO from THREE

Q3) Solve any TWO from THREE

a) Define queu-q..Explain the different types of queues.

b) Explain tem'Garbage collection? Also explain overflow

a) What is stack? Write algorithm for push operation to save item on stack
and explain it in brief.

b) What is Linear search? Write algorithm for linear search in case of an
anay and explain its time complexity.

c) Write algorithm for deletion from linked list and explain it in brief.

sltuatlons.

c) What is time space trade off? Explain with example.
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Q4. Solve any THREE
a) Consider glaph G in

anarraymamemory

SECTION . tI

the figure below, Suppose the
as follows X,Y,Z,S,T then
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1)

ii)
iii)

b) Construct a binary tree from the given order:
Preorder: ABDEFCGHJLK Inorder: DBFEAGCLIHK

c) Explain linkedrepresentation of graph
d) Write shor[ngte on directed graph ." #+*

Q5) solv. *rffim THREE $:-:.,1 t16I
a) "E-t@ construction of a heap tree. Write algorithm qop:'":srertions into

,:d-'b heaP tree' -*\Y
b),*{} Define AVL tree. Explain the insertions into AVL rnftlpdifferent rotations.
c) ExplainWarshall's algorithm with suitable example.

Find the adjacency matrix A of G.

Find the path matrix P of G.

Is G strongly connected?

Q6) Solve any TWO from THREE
a) What is hashing. Explain different hash functions.
b) Explain insertion in m-way search ffee with proper example.
c) Write an algorithm for inserting an edge in a graph.
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